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The buying methods and tools Facebook and other 
social channels provide to marketers are very 
different to those from traditional channels such 
as TV, Radio and Print. Advertising solutions such 
as Ads Manager empowers individuals with fine 
control over how campaigns look, what they try to 
achieve and who eventually sees them. Whilst this 
is useful for planning it creates many nuances to 
campaign execution such that no two campaigns 
may be exactly the same.

Marketing Mix Modelling (MMM) has long been 
used to calculate the incremental impact of 
advertising. Although as an approach it remains 
powerful and relevant, its reliance on consistent 
and complete inputs over a (relatively) long period 
of time can lead to it falling short in capturing the 
detail and constantly evolving nature of digital 
channels. 

The disconnect between execution and 
measurement can have significant consequences 
for advertisers. Firstly, the contribution of digital 
channels may be misrepresented as campaigns 
are treated the same and detail on execution lost. 
Secondly, as the nuance of planning a campaign is 
not captured, marketers do not understand which 
attributes led to good or bad performance and 
may struggle to improve their next campaign.

Social media plays a huge role in the 
lives of individuals and businesses. 
Many businesses rely on advertising 
through these platforms to reach 
consumers, build presence and 
boost their sales, with Facebook and 
their family of apps having a large 
presence in this constantly evolving 
ecosystem. However, assessing the 
effectiveness of this advertising 
can be challenging; there are many 
potential techniques to use and 
understanding which one to use, in 
which situation, for which purpose 
can be tough. This, in turn, leads to a 
disconnect between how campaigns 
are planned and executed to how 
they are eventually measured.

Answering these questions is critical as digital 
(and especially social) platforms increase their 
share of advertising expenditure.

To resolve this challenge, we have measured the 
effectiveness for over 16,000 campaigns across 
Facebook’s family of apps, for two goals: 1) to give 
best practice guidelines on the effective execution 
of campaigns and 2) to explore what approaches 
to measurement can better capture campaign 
impact in MMM models. 

Using data from Facebook, Instagram, Messenger 
and Audience network, this study has revealed 
trends in what is driving performance of Facebook 
activity and yields key insight into driving better 
ROI on future campaigns. We also demonstrate 
that measuring the dynamic nature of Facebook 
activation is very much possible when the detail 
of campaign execution is reflected in the data 
feeding into an MMM model.

The disconnect 
between 
planning, 
execution and 
measurement
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Key Findings

Our findings show that some 
attributes are more important than 
others. Focusing on excellence 
in these areas can drive stronger 
returns.

Execution matters -
the choices made have 
a real and significant 
impact on campaign 
performance and ROI. 

You need a clear objective 
linked to the desired outcome 
- getting this right can be 
the single biggest driver of 
enhanced performance. 

Format choices are critical 
- decisions that define 
how the campaign looks 
and feels are the second 
most important factor. 

Boost effectiveness 
by reaching a broad 
audience. 

If you have too many objectives 
you’re trying to hit with a campaign 
you will muddy the waters and 
not have focus. If your objective is 
not well-aligned with the outcome 
you’re seeking (driving brand effects 
when you’re looking for immediate 
conversions) you will not see the 
effects you expect. 

Mobile-first thinking matters for 
the impact of Facebook advertising; 
vertical format, short videos that are 
optimised for sound off.

Overly tight targeting drives up costs 
and drives down efficiency. Take the 
route that puts you in front of the 
highest number of your potential 
consumers.
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Social Media
Advertising: 
Mass reach in a 
personal setting

Effective media management requires balancing long 
and short-term business objectives across different 
creatives with an optimal channel mix, at the right 
time to drive consumer responses. When it comes 
to selecting the right media channels, a campaign’s 
success relies on how a channel can reach your 
potential consumers and how it delivers your message 
timely to that audience.

In an environment where consumer behaviour 
is evolving at pace, and purchase journeys are 
increasingly digital, social media platforms have taken 
an increasing share of advertising spend. In 2019 there 
were more than 4.6 billion active users of social media 
worldwide with more than 2.6 billion logging into 
Facebook alone (Statista 2020).

With this scale, social media offers brands 
the opportunity for mass reach in an intimate 
and personal setting, as well as the ability to 
deliver highly targeted creatives based on 
passions, interests and identified behaviours. 
This mix of features is an enticing prospect 
to marketers, and has the potential 
to generate strong value from media 
investments when executed effectively. As 
the percentage of spend dedicated to social 
platforms increases, having strong, evidence-
based best practices for execution in this 
environment is vital to ensure marketers 
are seeing the best returns from their 
investments.
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Rethinking Execution:
Breaking through
in Social

The Facebook family of apps has led growth in social 
advertising. Spend across Facebook apps has increased 
an average of 54% per year since 2013 and reached a 
peak of $69.7bn in 2019 (Statista 2020). 89% of brand 
marketers use Facebook apps in their marketing efforts 
according to a 2019 Sprout Social survey.

Within Ekimetrics, we have also measured this shift in 
investment; analysis of our databank of clients shows 
the share of Social in media budgets increasing from 
4.3% in 2016 to over 10% in 2018 as well as an overall 
shift towards digital channels (Fig 1). 

Social media feeds have become increasingly monetized 
as demand increases. More ad placements create new 
opportunities for brands, but also drives competition, 
requiring campaigns to work harder in order to break 
through the noise.

What’s more, for platforms looking 
to drive user engagement, auction 
algorithms favour content that 
enhances a user’s experience. 

Spend alone cannot guarantee 
success; in this environment there is 
even greater emphasis on the quality 
of execution. Success on Facebook 
platforms requires a data-led view 
of best practice around planning 
decisions, and how to drive targeted 
results in the optimal way.

S H A R E  O F  S O C I A L  I N
M E D I A  B U D G E T S

2017 2016 20152018

Source: Ekimetrics client database

1 0 . 1 % 6 . 5 % 4 . 5 % 4 . 0  %

Fig 1. 
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Measuring Success:
Making Brighter
Decisions with Data

Campaigns operating across multiple 
channels, often with distinct aims, will not 
provide easily comparable results and their 
absolute revenue impact is not simple 
to measure. Purchase decisions can be 
influenced by a wide range of factors and 
consumers will likely be nudged by several 
different brands and competitors on their 
journey to the transaction.

Without the ability to observe every individual 
exposure to a brand across online and offline, 
it is no easy task to accurately evaluate the 
value of any given channel or investment. A 
robust solution to measurement is therefore 
key to maintaining a clear perspective of the 
business impact. 

In this paper we will present the independent 
results of an analysis that benchmarks and 
compares the performance of thousands 
of historical Facebook campaigns using 
our multi-industry client datasets. Using 
a combination of econometrics and ML 
(Machine Learning) techniques, we have 
compared the impact that various planning 
and execution decisions have on the success 
of Facebook campaigns. This has allowed us 
to establish some generalised principles and 
best practices to support you in creating the 
strongest impact from your campaigns.
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A Note on
COVID-19

2020 was expected to be the year that advertising 
expenditure in digital channels overtook offline media. 
In reality, COVID-19 has brought immense challenges 
to the global economy that has seen a depression in 
advertising spends around the world.

With many brands facing budget challenges, justifying 
the value of media investments is critical. The insights 
we present in this study have been developed from 
an analysis of past Facebook campaigns measured for 
Ekimetrics’ clients. Using data up to the end of 2019, 
the planning levers are evaluated independently of 
both market factors and seasonality. The guidelines 
presented are related to how audiences respond to 
campaigns within Facebook apps and their usage 
behaviours remain broadly consistent.

As such, we believe that these results are relevant now 
and into the future; they can confidently be used by 
marketers looking to improve their campaign results 
within the Facebook family of apps.
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Introducing
Ekimetrics and
our client data

Ekimetrics is a global consultancy, a pioneer and 
leader in Data Science. We have supported brands with 
their marketing strategies and measuring marketing 
effectiveness for over 14 years.

This research leverages our bank of client models in 
the last few years. We have used this set of statistically 
robust campaign data to define best practice guidelines 
for execution and to explore the challenges of 
measuring the incremental impact of advertising on 
Facebook apps in razor sharp detail.
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Capturing campaign
planning and execution detail 
in Facebook measurement

Facebook empowers brands with a broad suite of
tools allowing them to customise their campaigns.
Facebook Ads Manager gives advertisers the ability 
to tailor the execution of a campaign across multiple 
dimensions, including the creative format, consumer 
targeting and the objective criteria of the
campaign itself.

These features define who sees a campaign, what it 
looks like and how many times a user will see it.

This granular view is often not captured in 
measurement solutions; there are many ways to cut 
the data and you can quickly lose statistical robustness 
when digging into the lowest levels of detail. As better 
data becomes more used, and the share of digital 
channels in marketing budgets increases, it is important 
to pause and reflect to see if the measurement 
methods can be improved to account for the choices 
made when executing.

For this study we have represented
the choices that advertisers make
with 12 distinct campaign attributes 
that cover all aspects of advertising 
on Facebook, Instagram, Messenger & 
Audience Network.
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What are
campaign 
attributes?

The campaign attributes used in the 
study capture the various options 
available to marketers when using 
Facebook Ads Manager. To help 
identify trends in the analysis they 
have been aggregated into three 
categories: Goals, Format and Reach 
& Audience.

What response is the 
campaign trying to drive?

Optimisation Goal 

What is the campaign’s selected Optimisation Goal?

17 available goals have been split into 6 distinct groups:

• Web traffic
• Views
• Engagement
• Reach
• Sales
• Soft conversions

Ad Delivery Optimisation 

Is the Ad Delivery Optimisation aligned with your goals?

Depending on the Optimisation Goal selected, Facebook 
requires an additional delivery optimisation. 

For example when choosing the campaign objective Reach, 
two ad delivery optimization options are available: Reach 
(optimal) and impressions (suboptimal).

• What is the objective of the     
   campaign?

• What outcomes will Ads manager     
  optimise towards?

Goals Format

What will the ads look like?

• What creative considerations will be  
   taken into account?

• Are creatives optimised for
  mobile viewing?

Reach & 
Audience
Who will see the ads?

• Will the ads reach a broad or
   targeted audience?

• How many of Facebook’s platforms   
   will the ads appear on? How long will  
   the campaign run and how often will  
   consumers see it?

Dynamics 

Does the campaign use static, video or mixed formats?

Format Type 
Are creative assets vertical, horizontal or square?

Video Length 
If using view, how long does the video last?

Sound Off 
If using video, is the creative optimised for sound off?

Reach 
What % of the target audience does the campaign reach?

Frequency 
What is the average weekly frequency?

Number of Placements 
How many placements were utilised though the campaign?

Broad Targeting
Is the campaign tagged as using broad targeting?

Campaign Length 
How many weeks does the campaign last?

Automatic Placement 
Is the campaign utilizing automatic placements on Facebook 
platforms?
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Ekimetrics have designed a series of tests to explore 
the campaign attributes in more detail and assess 
the best way to reach more granular measurement 
practices for Facebook apps. We have used a blended 
approach of econometrics and ML methods to execute 
our tests and bring the results together to create 
generalised interpretations. In our models, we use 
Facebook impressions as a primary input variable, with 
our models measuring the incremental impact of the 
activity against either sales, traffic, or a brand measure. 
Three tests were specifically designed to dive into the 
performance of campaign attributes:

Campaign Attribute Efficiency: measuring the 
impact of different execution choices within a single 
campaign attribute

We designed an iterative test approach to 
longitudinally split Facebook impressions across the 
12 different campaign attributes. These splits examine 
the differences in performance for the various ways an 
advertiser can execute the campaign attribute.

The Study
Methodology

I L L U S T R AT I V E  E X A M P L E  O F  H O R I ZO N TA L  S P L I T
F O R M AT  I M P R E S S I O N S

Each attribute split was tested individually to highlight differences in efficiency. These results are compiled 
and compared for multiple brands by removing outliers, cleansing outliers and rescaling ROIs to a common 
denominator. An Indexed ROI per attribute is the final result.

03 -2018 09 - 2018 03 - 2019 09 - 2019

Static Mixed Video

Fig 1. 
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This test is designed to highlight the relative 
performance of campaign attributes, and how 
efficiently they drive ROI.

Campaign Attribute Ranking: measuring the relative 
importance of the different campaign attributes in 
driving overall performance.

We know that the overall performance of a campaign 
is driven by the specific mix of all campaign attributes. 
This test examines which attributes were most 
important in determining strong or weak campaign 
performance.

For example: by viewing the drivers of performance 
across every campaign, we can determine if Format 
Dynamics are more or less important than the 
Optimisation Goal in the overall ROI of a campaign

This test is designed to highlight the importance of 
campaign attributes, and how effective they are at 
driving ROI.

This test is designed to highlight the additional benefits to model accuracy of more granular
modelling of Facebook.

For example: does splitting by Format Dynamics or Campaign Length improve model performance the most?

Building on the campaign-level ROIs obtained in the 
first test, we labelled each campaign as a high or low 
performer according to our benchmark Facebook ROI 
by advertiser. We then use Random Forest machine 
learning algorithm to distinguish which attributes are 
most responsible for the success of a campaign.

R 2

A S S E S S I N G  M O D E L  P E R F O R M A N C E :

VA R I A N C E  E X P L A I N E D E R R O R

Total variance
explained by model 
variables

R2 adjusted to the 
number of model 
predictors

Root Mean Square
Error

Mean Average Error

R 2 A D J R M S E M A E

Fig 2. 

Improving Model Performance: recommending the best attribute to split by to
improve model performance the most.

A more granular approach to modelling does not just benefit interpretability; splitting Facebook into 
more detail will make it more closely represent the reality of campaign execution. This improves a model’s 
ability to accurately estimate campaign impact, reduce the error in a model, and provide more detailed 
recommendations for media execution in Facebook’s apps. We have measured this improvement through: 
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The data set

To ensure validity of our findings we collected a large sample of over 
16,000 individual campaigns across 16 brands ranging from 2015 to 2020 
included, each captured within our existing client programs.
This not only gave us enough campaign observations to ensure 
robustness but also ensured we are not over-reliant on any one client, 
region or industry for our findings. 

C O M B I N AT I O N :  1 2 %
Including: Total sales (Online & Offline)

$ 8 1 M
T O TA L  I N V E S T M E N T

1 6 , 0 8 7
I N D I V I D UA L  C A M PA I G N S

6
Y E A R S  O F  M O D E L  H I S T O R Y

1 6
B R A N D S  S PA N N I N G  3  V E R T I C L E S

2
R E G I O N S ,  E U R O P E  A N D  N A O F F L I N E  1 1 %

Including: Offline sales

O N L I N E  7 7 %
Including: Online sales, Web traffic

Fig 3 

B R E A K D O W N  O F  M O D E L L E D  K P I ’ S
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Campaign 283
T O TA L  S P E N D  $ 1 2 , 8 0 0

T O TA L  W E E K S  5  W E E K S

Format

Format

Placements

Placements

Dynamics

Dynamics

Reach

Reach

Length

Length

Other

Other

Other

C A M PA I G N  2 8 3 -A

Spend $3,566

Format

Horizontal

Placements

2

Dynamics

Video

Reach

High __

__

__

Length

2-4 weeks

Vertical 3 Static Medium <2 weeks

Square 3 Static Min <2 weeks

C A M PA I G N  2 8 3 - B

Spend $988

C A M PA I G N  2 8 3 - C

Spend $17

Large set of econometric models:
All include Facebook activity as an explanatory factor 
of business performance. The advertisers used all gave 
permission for anonymous inclusion in the study.
The econometric models that form the foundation of 
the tests have been built to different KPIs.
The illustration displays the split across business 
outcomes across all the models included. There is a 
high weighting of online KPIs explained such as Online 
Sales and Web Traffic. As different brands will
vary in their approach and business aims, it is key that 
these recommendations are interpreted with
this variation in mind.

Additional data on Facebook activity:
Facebook teams have provided campaign level data 
with the attributes broken out to build a full picture of 
the execution.

Exploratory analysis:
Across the advertisers and campaigns there is a wide 
range of annual investment levels, average campaign 
spends and campaign lengths. Only working media 
investment has been included; the cost of creative 
development has not been factored in to avoid 
additional noise. As we are exploring the unique 
combinations of attributes in campaign execution, 
many campaigns with the same ‘message’ have been 
analysed separately as shown here:
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Test Result
Interpretation

The results identify and recommend a number of best practices based on 
their demonstrated ability to drive value and improve the measurement 
of activity on Facebook, Instagram and other Facebook apps. These 
are guidelines for practical use, but also starting points for further 
performance testing through measurement approaches. Brands with 
greater offline focus or different objectives they are optimising against 
would benefit from taking these guidelines and calibrating their impact 
to their business, confirming the transferability of the results.

The incremental effect of Facebook advertising presented is 
a short-term measurement, meaning it has been calculated on 
a response KPI and captures effects within 0-3 months of the 
impression. 

Media has an impact in the short and long term, but to allow for 
easier comparison of attributes we have chosen to focus on the 
immediate response.

A  N OT E  O N  S H O R T  V S .
LO N G  T E R M  M E A S U R E M E N T

Incremental
business outcome driven by 

Facebook campaign

Investment in Facebook 
campaign

ROI  =
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Each bar on the adjacent graph corresponds to a campaign attribute with its 
corresponding indexed ROI. The lowest-performing feature in light grey is set 
to an index of 100, whilst other values are calculated to reflect their relative 
efficiency. The dotted lines provide a measure of the uncertainty behind each 
value at a 90% confidence.

This graph should be interpreted as mixed formats proving 2.5 times more 
effective than static and video formats. 

A  N OT E  O N  T H E
L E V E L  O F  C O N F I D E N C E

Assessing the confidence level for the results is crucial for the strength of 
a recommendation. We have assessed the level of confidence by using a 
combination of:

1 Value comparison between each attribute’s ROI
2 Sample size evaluation
3 Confidence interval for the test

Mixed works best
VIDEO

1 0 0
STATIC

1 1 3
MIXED

2 4 6

Test Result Interpretation 
Format
Indexed ROI
comparison

Grey bar: lowest-performing attribute
Golden bar: highest-performing attribute
Dotted line: confidence interval
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Limitations

The methodology laid out in this paper uses cutting 
edge econometric techniques and machine learning 
to derive its findings. The hypotheses have been 
validated to a high level of statistical significance 
and are supported by numerous data points across 
multiple industries. However, as with any measurement 
technique, there exist limitations to its conclusions.

There are challenges when capturing the underlying 
causes of individual campaign performance variation. 
The incremental gains presented in this paper compare 
campaigns based on data that is abstracted from the 
creatives deployed. While steps are taken to normalize 
results and analyse the impact of execution across a 
range of campaigns, certain factors, such as creative 
quality, that are not captured by this approach may 
impact on the findings. The conclusions of this paper 
are not issued as the complete list of what determines 
campaign success but rather a means to ensure that 
each campaign generates the maximal return on 
investment.
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 Campaign
Attribute
Efficiency - getting
the most from
your campaigns

We have measured the differences in 
campaign attribute performance by 
comparing their Indexed ROIs. This clearly 
demonstrates that the options chosen at the 
planning stage not only define the look and 
feel of ads but also have a significant impact 
on overall ROI.

*LOC - Level of confidence

AT T R I B U T E L O C * M A I N  F I N D I N G

Confidence in findings

Additional evidence can support findings

Robust result but likely biased by sample

B E S T  P R A C T I C E

Optimisation Goal

Format Dynamics

Video Length

Ad Delivery
Optimisation

Format Type

Sound off

Optimisation goals aligned with the KPI being 
measured drive the highest return

Mixed format campaigns return 2.5x higher 
efficiency than static or video alone

Videos up to 6 seconds in length 
are much more efficient than longer 
creatives

Optimal Ad delivery Optimisation perform 
40% higher. Optimal means aligned with 
Optimisation Goal

Vertical and Square formats perform up 
to 40% better than horizontal

When using video, ads optimised for sound 
off perform 16% better than sound on

Ensure you have a single core objective for your 
campaign, so the choice of Optimisation goal is clear. 
Do not expect a single campaign to tackle multiple 
challenges

Using a mix of video and statics will provide the 
delivery algorithm with the flexibility to serve the best 
format for each individual

Reach Campaigns reaching at least 10% of their 
market audience see their ROI improved 
6-fold on average

Allow campaigns the investment, length and formats 
to reach a large proportion of your defined target 
audience

Keep videos short to fit the audience expectations of 
how they consume their feed and deliver quick brand 
impact

Frequency Lower frequency campaigns serving <1-2 
impressions per week perform up to 9x 
stronger

Improve reach of campaigns by keeping a low cap on 
frequency.

Use the recommended ad delivery optimisation to get 
the best performance from campaigns

Design creative to make use of more of the screen real 
estate for a vertical mobile viewing experience

Broad Targeting Campaigns limiting targeting parameters 
to age and gender perform on average 2.5x 
higher

Use broad targeting options to improve 
campaign efficiency

Optimise creatives for a sound off experience (e.g. by 
incorporating subtitles) to fit the dominant pattern of 
consumption

Placements Campaigns with 4 or more placements selected 
have performed 2x better than single placement 
campaigns.

Allow the delivery algorithm the option of many 
different placements to achieve the best efficiency

Automatic Placements Campaigns that enable built-in auto placement 
perform considerably better than without

Use auto placement to allow the algorithm to serve to 
the audience where it is most efficient

Campaign Length Short campaigns found to be most 
efficient at driving specific KPI

For our set of included clients, short campaigns drove 
performance, but may not be right for every brand
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Align your
optimisation goal
with your campaign
objective

An integral part of planning and executing campaigns is 
establishing objectives that define what the activity is 
trying to achieve, what action brands want consumers 
to take and how success is measured. On Facebook 
platforms this is particularly important as the objectives 
set define how the ad delivery algorithm serves ads to 
the audience. 

The strongest effect on performance is ensuring 
Optimisation Goals are aligned with the desired 
outcomes of a campaign.

It seems intuitive to say that the Optimisation Goal 
used for a campaign should be aligned with what 
the campaign is designed to achieve but we see this 
having a notable impact on performance. Do not expect 

O P T I M I S AT I O N
G O A L

NOT ALIGNED

1 0 0
ALIGNED

1 8 3

campaigns to perform too many objectives all at once 
(driving brand effects and lots of immediate sales 
all at the same time) as the optimisation goal will be 
unclear and performance may suffer. For example, if 
the objective is to drive online sales, set goals linked to 
conversion. For Awareness select Reach.

Ensure you have a clear objective for the campaign 
that aligns with an optimisation goal and the delivery 
algorithm will be able to perform efficiently and to your 
expectations. If you have multiple objectives, split these 
across different campaigns with different optimisation 
goals.
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Ad Delivery Optimisation should also be aligned with campaign objectives and 
use suggested optimal settings

Ad Delivery Optimisation affects who sees your ads by influencing what happens in 
the auction. Alignment between these parameters would mean the auction is likely to 
serve ads to those who will provide your desired response. 

Brands are given a recommendation that aligns these parameters, as the Optimisation 
Goal you choose at the Campaign level will determine what optimisations are available 
to you. For example, if your Goal is to drive Conversions there are multiple Ad Delivery 
Optimisations available such as Link Clicks, Impressions and simply Conversions. In 
this case Conversions is recommended as optimal, but advertisers are free to choose 
something different if they wish.

We see a 40% increase in the performance for Optimal campaigns compared to Sub-
optimal. Optimal parameters may be more expensive per impression, but should 
still be used; in our study we see a 20% higher cost, with an average efficiency 
improvement of 40%.

Align your optimisation
goal with your
campaign objective

A D   D E L I V E R Y
O P T I M I S AT I O N

SUBOPTIMAL

1 0 0
OPTIMAL

1 4 0
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Use mobile-first creatives to match platform usage

DY N A M I C S

STATIC

2 4 6
MIX

1 1 3
VIDEO

1 0 0

V I D E O  L E N G T H

16S 
+

2 3 9
5-16 
SEC

1 0 0
NOT 

VIDEO

2 3 6
0-6 
SEC

1 5 1 9

S O U N D  O F F

NOYES

1 1 6 1 0 0

F O R M AT  T Y P E

HORIZONTAL

1 0 0
SQUARE

1 0 3
VERTICAL

1 4 2

We are not attempting to measure the impact of subjective differences in the quality of creative with these campaign attributes. Instead, we have focused on attributes that define 
how ads appear to audiences on their device, and play an important role in how brands’ messages are viewed and consumed.

Our tests explore individual attributes separately from one another, but there is clear evidence in our results to show that favouring mobile-first creative that
uses mobile-screen real estate fully, delivers short, sharp assets that are optimised for sound off, and gives the algorithm different creative choices to use for a given individual 
increases overall performance:
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Use mobile-first creatives
to match platform usage

Use multiple asset types to improve
campaign performance
There is little difference between the performance of 
Video and Static across our dataset, implying there is 
no hard and fast rule for which format type to select. 
This decision should instead balance the message and 
creative costs. What is clear is that advertisers wanting 
to drive the highest ROI should consider Mixed-format 
campaigns that will use both video and static.

This boost in performance is likely linked to giving the 
Ad auction system more room to manoeuvre, having 
different types of assets to choose from, which means 
those more likely to respond to video or static will be 
served an optimal ad.

Maximise screen real-estate with Vertical
or Square assets
Vertical formats drive the best efficiency in our study, 
with an Indexed ROI 1.4x higher than others.
This pattern in performance also remained when only 
looking at Video campaigns, further demonstrating that 
using video assets specifically optimised for mobile can 
provide advertisers with efficiency gains.
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Keep videos short to deliver
immediate brand impact

Data shared by Facebook demonstrates that the longer a 
video is, the less people watch it fully. Facebook internal data 
suggests that 65% of people who watch the first three seconds 
of a video will watch for at least ten seconds and 45% continue 
watching for thirty seconds. This relationship holds true when 
exploring Video length and we see that videos <6 seconds 
have a significant increase in performance with 15x higher 
Indexed ROI.

Longer form videos certainly play an important role in specific 
types of messaging e.g. long form brand ads, but that role 
on Facebook must be considered. In this case, for shorter 
term response measurement, there is a clear advantage to 
going short. Long form videos can have a role in driving 
specific messages or stories that brands want to share, and 
optimisations for video views can be taken in the campaign set 
up stage. This, however, contrasts with how users generally use 
the platforms and so will trade off the deeper experience with 
lower reach for an equivalent spend.

Optimise for a sound off experience

Video campaigns optimised for sound off perform 16% 
better. As the bulk of video ads are viewed without sound 
on mobile, this is becoming an important consideration for 
all advertisers using Facebook and other digital platforms. 

Whilst only being observed in 5% of our dataset we see 
an improvement in ROI compared to those not optimised. 
Essentially optimised for sound off means ensuring your ad 
is communicated visually, features a brand name/logo early 
in the creative, does not rely heavily on music for meaning 
and includes closed captions.

Use mobile-first creatives
to match platform usage
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Plan for broad
targeting and
high reach
Reach and audience choice allows marketers to optimise a campaign for the 
right audience and its optimal size, as well as for how often and for how long 
they see the ads. Our findings indicate that the right optimisation for reach 
and audience directly translates into improved campaign performance. 

Reach more people and target broadly - 
there is value in utilizing the Ad serving 
algorithms

Reach, measured as the percentage of the 
target audience served the ad, is confirmed 
as an important factor in campaign efficiency. 
We bucketed campaign impressions to give an 
even volume in our analysis. This shows that 
reaching more of the target audience - over 10% 
in our bucketing - returns higher campaign ROIs 
(up to 6.8x higher).

Using broad targeting also drives higher 
performance. In the study, this means limiting 
filters to only Geographic criteria, Gender and 
Age, and boosts performance 2.5x.

Execution of campaigns in this way puts faith in 
the delivery algorithm to serve impressions to 
the right people at the right time: we see this 
translate into higher results for the campaigns 
in our study.

B R O A D
TA R G E T I N G

YES

2 49

NO

1 0 0

R E A C H 

5-10%

1 6 2

3-5%

1 0 0

10%+

2 6 0

0-3%

6 8 5
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Lower frequency per week improves performance across 
Brand & DR campaigns 

Any advertising content has its consumption saturation point, 
and this is visible from our findings on frequency. Our analysis 
has shown that there is a clear relationship between campaign 
performance and the frequency with which it is being shown; 
the more you show your ad, the less effective it becomes. Both 
brand and DR campaigns demonstrated declining efficiency 
when frequency increased. Showing an ad 1-2 times a week 
proved to return the highest indexed ROI and a tenfold gain in 
campaign efficiency versus showing an ad more than 5 times a 
week.

Allow the algorithm to select from a large number of 
placements across the Facebook family of apps

Digging into the number of placements has shown that the more 
places available to serve an ad the better. 

We see increasing campaign efficiency with more placements, 
maximised in our study at 4+. Higher placements mean your ads 
are shown on additional platforms and in various places, such as 
the feed, stories, search, messenger etc. 

Automatic Placement also backs up this finding, as it gives the 
delivery algorithm the ability to show ads in optimal places 
across all available inventory. Findings in Automatic Placement 
have been measured on a smaller sample of impressions and 
should be tested by brands looking to take advantage of its 
measured efficiency improvement.

N U M B E R  O F  P L A C E M E N T S

F R E Q U E N C Y  D RF R E Q U E N C Y  B R A N D

3-4

560 100184 485954 314100 118

1 7 8
2

1 0 5
4+

2 1 6
1

1 0 0

<= 1-2 / wk <= 1-2 / wk2-3 / wk 2-3 / wk 3-5 / wk 3-5 / wk5+ / wk 5+ / wk

AU T O M AT I C  P L A C E M E N T

YES

1 , 2 8 9
NO

1 0 0
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Campaign Attribute 
Importance -
where are the biggest 
gains made?

Alongside the best practice guidelines for individual campaign attributes, 
advertisers should also understand which attributes are most responsible 
for the overall ROI of a campaign. 

We know that campaign decisions are made through a lengthy planning 
and execution process, and sometimes by different teams. Knowing 
which campaign features are most important helps to focus these efforts 
and enable agile and effective execution.

What campaign attributes are most 
important at driving performance 
overall?

Where is it best to focus efforts for 
someone looking to improve campaign 
performance with limited resource 
and/or time?

Which campaign attributes have 
the highest predictive power when 
measuring Facebook’s performance?

• 

• 

• 

Ekimetrics.
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Optimisation Goal, Frequency and
Format of campaigns can make the 
biggest impact to campaign results
In the table, the ‘Weight’ of an attribute explains the % of variation between high and low performing 
campaigns that is captured by that attribute. So, we can see that 59% of the campaign ROI variation is 
determined by Optimisation Goal, Frequency and Format choices.

No single attribute is make-or-break for campaign performance, but it is clear that setting the right goal, 
not having too high a frequency to the same individuals, and making the right format choice for the platform 
should be the main focus of planning.

The objectives set within Ads Manager and corresponding Ad Delivery Optimisation should be 
carefully thought through. Facebook’s algorithms show ads to individuals most likely to click, engage or 
buy, based on your Goals. When these are aligned to your desired outcome KPI, and you remove constraints 
on the algorithm, it translates into higher performance.

The format of ads is a clear determinant of ROI and campaign performance, and the ranking of these 
attributes reinforces the findings from the first test that campaigns across the Facebook family of apps 
should be mobile-first. The length of a video asset is the most impactful single format choice; but we have 
also seen that across a large set of campaigns video does not necessarily always perform stronger than 
static.

This shows that Video can be difficult to get right. It can be done well by using short videos, vertical 
format and optimising for sound off, and all these factors interact to create strong video performance. This 
requires more creative effort to optimise for the platform rather than porting directly from a TV ad, for 
example.

We can also see that balancing Reach and Frequency is particularly important for Facebook, where 
the tools provided allow brands to have more control over this dynamic. In order to drive maximal campaign 
performance, lower frequency combined with a broad reach should be a key planning consideration.

 

Dimensions Importance

R A N K F E AT U R E

Optimisation Goal1 17% Goals

Weekly Frequency2 15% Reach

Video Length3 14% Format

Format Type5 8% Format

Format Dynamics4 13% Format

Reach6 7% Reach

# of Placements7 7% Reach

Broad Targeting8 6% Reach

Campaign Length9 4% Reach

Ad Delivery Optimisation10 3% Goals

Automatic Placement11 3% Reach

Sound Off12 2% Format

W E I G H T C AT E G O R Y
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Better capturing the 
impact of advertising 
across the Facebook
family of apps

Measurement is an essential component of modern 
marketing strategies. Being able to connect past 
actions, investments and creative choices helps 
understand the drivers of performance. This 
understanding then forms the foundation of making 
brighter decisions for the future. While numerous 
methods for measurement exist, the value of each will 
depend on the accuracy and completeness with which 
they deliver this understanding.

Complete understanding of the impact of media on 
a business can only come from the triangulation of 
different analytical techniques; there is no silver bullet 
solution that does everything in one. MMM (Marketing 
Mix Modelling), experimental design approaches, and 
approaches that look at the customer journey can all 
be used together to get very fine tactical, immediate 
impacts, out to long-term strategic thinking on how to 
grow brands sustainably.

We have used a blend of MMM and 
machine learning techniques for the
tests in this study. As part of this, we 
have been able to establish additional 
best practices for measurement that
go beyond our “Evolving 
Measurement to accurately capture 
Facebook platform activity”.
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Improving MMM models for
accuracy and additional insight 

More precise measurement will serve to drive greater transparency in campaign results and open the door to 
deep dive into the effect of operational adjustments such as those demonstrated with campaign attributes. 
The improvements demonstrated with these practices show strengthened model reliability and should give 
marketing leaders greater confidence in the results they receive from partners: 

*Root Mean Square Error **Mean Average Error

C AT E G O R Y

M O D E L  I M P R O V E M E N T  O B S E R V E D  W I T H
LO N G I T U D I N A L  S P L I T S

R 2

+0.20 +0.15 -2% -1%

+0.50 +0.15 -6% -2%Frequency

Campaign
Length

R 2 A D J R M S E * M A E * *

1. Model Facebook impressions as a separate variable 
and avoid a bundled ‘Digital’ variable.
Users’ behaviour on Facebook platforms is distinct to 
that across other media in the digital space. It should 
therefore be treated individually. This can be difficult with 
advertisers that have spent at low levels over a long period 
of time, in which case experimental design methods can 
be used in conjunction to ‘calibrate’ Facebook within an 
econometric approach.

2. Test longitudinal splits of Facebook
campaign attributes. 
We measured an increase in variation explained by adding 
a campaign attribute split for 75% of tests in our dataset. 
Measurement providers and advertisers should explore 
the data available to determine if splitting the Facebook 
input variable is possible and where it makes sense to do 
so. As these splits are made, degrees of freedom can be 
maintained by breaking down geographies or products 
more granularly in pooled or hierarchical approaches.

Across our dataset, we found that representing Facebook 
campaigns using the length and frequency of campaigns 
yielded significant improvement in the power of our 
models, increasing the accuracy of the ROI measurement 
and therefore quality of insight. When Facebook platforms 
are a significant percentage of media spend, testing these 
splits across the different campaign attributes can be a 
good source of increased insight and enhanced models. 
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Best practices
to execute for
effect

The findings of this report provide 
marketing leaders and social media 
managers several best practices to 
support future Facebook campaigns. 
While there remain numerous 
factors that will ultimately determine 
campaign success, the following 
execution tactics can serve to secure 
greater efficiency and reliability in 
reaching brand objectives.

Quick Wins:
E N S U R E  E V E R Y  C A M PA I G N  H A S  A  S I N G L E ,  C L E A R  O B J E C T I V E  T H AT  I S  L I N K E D 
T O  T H E  O P T I M I S AT I O N  G O A L :
By having campaigns targeted at specific brand and business effects, the delivery algorithm will be better able to deliver on 
expected outcomes and drive maximal campaign performance.

TA R G E T  B R O A D  A U D I E N C E S  W I T H  L I M I T E D  F R E Q U E N C Y:
Plan for reach by ensuring at least 10% of the target audience is served during a campaign and limit frequency to 1-2 
impressions per week to avoid over-serving very frequent users.

M I X  A D  F O R M AT S  A C R O S S  C A M PA I G N S :
Allow the algorithm the scope to choose from a variety of ad forms, both static and video, based on what the individual 
being served responds to best.

A D A P T  C R E AT I V E S  T O  A  M O B I L E  F I R S T  D E S I G N :
Make the best use of the, primarily mobile, screen estate by using Square and Vertical format ads. This requires more work 
than simply taking a TV spot and using it on Facebook’s platforms.

D E S I G N  V I D E O  A R O U N D  S H O R T  M E S S A G E S  T H AT  C A N  L A N D  W I T H O U T  A U D I O :
Short videos that deliver the brand impact within 6 second have the greatest efficiency, and should be optimised for sound-
off. This matches user behaviour rather than trying to disrupt it.

A S K  M E A S U R E M E N T  PA R T N E R S  T O  C A P T U R E  A C T I V I T Y  M O R E  G R A N U L A R LY:
Greater model accuracy and campaign performance insight can be gained when exploring Facebook platforms in more detail 
through measurement techniques. Test which campaign attributes best explain variations in your performance.
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LO N G E R -T E R M  O P P O R T U N I T Y:

Develop experimental design initiatives to refine
the best strategy for your business:

Isolate single elements of campaigns to execute with a test-and-control measurement 
strategy. This will help land the general learnings from this study to each specific 
advertiser context.

Triangulate impact across multiple measurement solutions:

Media effects are varied over time, on different brand and business KPIs, and can play 
an interdependent role in driving business success. No one method will unlock this detail 
for you, so consider setting up a range of approaches to triangulate the impact, using 
each for their individual strengths. Attribution methods can be deployed for short tactical 
movements in assets and investment; experimental design approaches to isolate the 
impact of individual factors; and econometrics to give the broader strategic and long-term 
picture of what drives the business.

Improving measurement practices
to build brands sustainably
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Ekimetrics is a pioneering Global data science 
consultancy, enabling companies to build powerful 
data and analytics capabilities to drive marketing and 
business performance.

Recently named a strong performer in the 2020 
Forrester Wave report for its marketing measurement 
and optimisation solutions, Ekimetrics helps brands 
unlock unique audience and market insights to drive 
efficiencies and return on investment.

For live forecasting insights on grocery trends, visit our 
unique grocery dashboard for the latest market data to 
help shape your strategy.

Ekimetrics
Matt Andrew
Partner & Managing Director, UK

matt.andrew@ekimetrics.com

https://eki-covid-tracker.herokuapp.com/grocery
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